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. Introduction 

Clouds play an important role in the earth systems. To better

nderstand this role and simulate clouds in the numerical weather

nd climate models requires observations of cloud properties from

egional to global scales. Many satellite remote sensing techniques

ave been developed to meet this requirement. Of particular in-

erest in this study is the cloud optical thickness (COT) retrievals

rom the passive satellite observations of cloud reflectance in the

isible (VIS) or near-infrared (NIR) band. The COT is an important

loud parameter that largely determines the radiative effects of

louds. A widely used method for COT retrieval is simultaneously

etrieving the COT with cloud effective radius (CER) based on a pair

f observed cloud reflectances, one in VIS/NIR spectral region and

he other in the water-absorbing shortwave infrared region (SWIR)

1] . This so-called bi-spectral method has been adopted in several

idely used operational cloud products, such as MODIS (Moder-

te Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer), VIIRS (Visible Infrared

maging Radiometer Suite) and SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible

nd Infrared Imager) [2–4] . The retrievals that utilizes the multan-

ular polarimetric observations for cloud microphysics retrievals

s another widely used approach which exploits the angular pat-

ern of the polarimetric cloud reflectances in the cloud bow scat-

ering angles [5 , 6] . This method not only provides retrievals of

ER but also estimates the width of cloud droplet size distribu-

ion (i.e., cloud effective variance (CEV) of cloud top droplet size

istribution). The polarimetric based cloud microphysics retrievals

polarimetric retrieval for short) have been used for the POLDER
∗ Corresponding author. 
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atellite mission, as well as several airborne polarimeters such as

SP (Research Scanning Polarimeter), airMSPI (Airborne Multiangle

pectroPolarimetric Imager) and airHARP (Airborne Hyper-Angular

ainbow Polarimeter) [7–9] . 

Most operational passive satellite cloud remote sensing algo-

ithms, including those mentioned above, are based on 1-D Radia-

ive Transfer (RT) theory, which makes two fundamental and im-

ortant assumptions. The first assumption, often referred to as the

plane-parallel approximation” (PPA), assumes cloud fields within

ach cloudy pixel to be horizontally homogeneous. The second as-

umption is known as the “independent pixel approximation” (IPA)

hat assumes all pixels are independent of each other from the

erspective of net photon transportation. In some situations, such

s stratus clouds, these assumptions are not unreasonable. How-

ver, in many other circumstances, clouds have distinct 3-D struc-

ures that deviate substantially from the above two assumptions.

n such cases, cloud radiative properties (e.g., reflectance and trans-

ittance) determined by 3-D RT would be different from those de-

ived based on 1-D RT theory. As a result, the operational passive

emote sensing algorithms, which uses the 1-D RT theory to inter-

ret the observed cloud radiative properties, are subjected to sig-

ificant biases and uncertainties. This is known as the “3-D radia-

ive transfer effect” in passive cloud remote sensing. Hence, the 3-

 radiative effect is a fundamentally inherited challenge, not only

n operational cloud property retrievals but also in various remote

ensing applications other than the techniques that involve line-

f-sight absorption and emission with little atmospheric scattering

10–12] . 

The 3-D RT effects in cloud property retrievals may have various

dverse implications. For example, satellite retrievals are an impor-

ant source of data for global cloud property observations, which

re especially valuable for evaluating and improving global climate
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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models. However, biases and uncertainties caused by the 3-D ef-

fects can complicate the evaluation process and even mislead the

conclusions [13 , 14] . Furthermore, the studies on the aerosol indi-

rect effects that use the observed relationship between the aerosol

amount and cloud properties [15–17] could also be affected by the

3-D radiative effects in passive cloud property retrievals [10] . 

In the past, most research has focused on elucidating the

physics behind the 3-D RT effects and assessing the consequen-

tial impacts on the retrieved cloud properties, such as cloud optical

thickness [12 , 18–20] and cloud effective radius [10 , 21 , 22] . Thanks

to these studies, we now have a reasonable understanding of what

conditions would favor the 3-D RT effect (e.g., broken clouds un-

der the low sun condition), which enables us to filter the satel-

lite cloud property retrievals to reduce the impact of 3-D radiative

effect. For exam ple, passive cloud property retrievals in the high-

latitude regions are often disregarded all together in many model

evaluation studies partly due to the concern of enhanced 3-D RT

effect under the low sun conditions (e.g., [23–25] ). Obviously, such

crude filtering causes a significant data loss. Pixel-level identifica-

tion of 3-D RT effect is certainly more ideal, but unfortunately it

has been proven to be a highly challenging problem. Some stud-

ies attempted to use the sub-pixel inhomogeneity as an index for

3-D RT effect (e.g., [22 , 26 , 27] ). The limitation of the sub-pixel in-

homogeneity index is, it only can be used to identify the violation

of the PPA but not IPA. As explained in Section 3 , as well as many

previous studies, the violation of IPA can lead to some strong 3-

D RT effects (e.g., illuminating and shadowing effect) and thereby

cause large errors in retrieved COT and CER. Some attempts have

been made to identify the 3-D RT effects caused by the viola-

tion of the IPA. For example, Várnai and Marshak [28] used the

cloud top topography retrievals based on the infrared cloud obser-

vations that are minimally affected by the 3-D RT effect to iden-

tify the pixels influenced by the illuminating and shadowing ef-

fects in the visible band. Their method clearly revealed that the

COT retrievals influenced by the illuminating effects are statisti-

cally larger than those influenced by the shadowing effect. Never-

theless, this method faces two limitations. First, although it can be

useful to identify the pixels influenced by the 3-D RT effect, it can-

not be used to quantitively correct the COT retrieval bias. Second,

the method involves rather complicated multi-pixel analysis which

makes it difficult to implement as an operational algorithm. Lately,

some attempts have been made to use the machine-learning tech-

niques to retrieve the cloud properties based on the 3-D, instead

of the 1-D RT theory. A common theme of these studies is to first

develop a large collection of synthetic satellite cloud observations

based on simulated cloud fields (e.g., from a large-eddy-simulation

model) and 3-D RT model. Then the simulated samples are used

to train the machine-learning algorithm which will be in turn used

to retrieve the cloud properties from the real observations. These

methods are still at their infancy and their performance, especially

applied to real data, need further studies. 

In this study, we explore a new method based on the phys-

ical principles of RT and utilize the unique capability of multi-

angular polarimetric cloud observation to both identify and cor-

rect the 3-D radiative effect. In particular, our method, referred

to as the “maximum 1-D reflectance method”, is highly effective

and efficient to detect the pixels influenced by strong illuminating

effect. The outline of this paper, as follows. First, Section 2 pro-

vides a brief description about the hypothetical 1-D cloud fields

and the radiative transfer simulation model that have been used.

Then, Section 3 uses one hypothetical cloud field to explain how

the 3-D RT effects appear at the cloud property retrievals. There-

after, Section 4 introduces a quantity called 3-D effect impact fac-

tor. After that, Section 5 explains our “maximum 1-D reflectance”

mainly emphasizing the capability of detecting illuminating ef-

fects. Section 6 further explores the maximum 1-D reflectance
ethod towards correcting COT biases. Stepwise procedure of im-

lementation is mentioned at the beginning of Section 5 by sum-

arizing both Section 5 and 6 . Section 7 discusses about poten-

ial observational implementation for future studies and Finally,

ection 8 gives a summary and offers some concluding remarks. 

. Models 

In this study, two hypothetical 1-D cloud fields have been used.

he first one is referred to “step cloud” ( Fig. 1 (a)) which has a

onstant physical thickness of 1 km and an optically thick region

COT = 10.0) at the middle surrounded by two optically thin re-

ions (COT = 0.1) at each edge. The cloud effective radius of the

tep cloud is assumed to be 10 μm. Though the step cloud case is

ery useful to demonstrate and understand certain physical prin-

iples, it is too simple from realistic cloud fields. Hence we will

se the well-known fractal cloud generation method, the bounded

ascade model [29] to generate our second hypothetical 1-D cloud

eld which is hereafter referred as the “fractal cloud” for short. 

Fig. 3 (a) shows the fractal cloud field simulated based on the

ounded cascade model [29] . This model uses a two-parameter

ultiplicative recurrent process that allows simulating the realis-

ic horizontal spatial distribution of the cloud liquid water path

LWP) when the mean LWP is known [30 , 31] . The modeling pro-

ess starts with a uniform plane-parallel cloud slab with a constant

ean LWP. This initial cloud slab has a finite geometrical thickness

z and �x , but infinite along the y direction. The recursive proce-

ure proceeds as follows: Divide the uniform slab into two halves

i.e., �x /2) at the middle of the x dimension, and then transfer f 0 
raction of water mass from one side to the other chosen randomly

ith equal probability. Subsequently, each of the new halves is

reated as two separate slabs and sub-divide each into two halves

nd transfer f 1 fraction of water among adjacent halves again cho-

en randomly with equal probability. This process continues multi-

le times to produce fractal-like LWP variation along the x dimen-

ion. The n th fractional mass is specified by 

f n = f 0 c 
n (1)

here scaling parameter c and the variance parameter f 0 are set to

e 2 −1/3 and 0.5, respectively, to follow LWP distribution character-

stics of a stratocumulus cloud [29] . The mean LWP of the cloud

as set to be 90 g/m 

2 . The effective radius and effective variance

re 12 μm and 0.05 respectively. The horizontal resolution, i.e., the

nal grid size, along the x-axis is 10 m. Periodical boundary condi-

ions are used in RT simulations. Note that the Mie calculations for

his study are computed using Wiscombe [32] Mie code and the

ell-known modified gamma distribution [33] is assumed as the

roplet size distribution in the bulk optical property computations.

Both 3-D and 1-D radiative transfer simulations for this study

ere performed using the Multiple-Scaling-based Cloudy Atmo-

pheric Radiative Transfer (MSCART) model [34 , 35] . When the

edium has a highly forward-peaked scattering phase function

uch as in cloud droplets and ice crystals, the variance of the

imulated radiances in a Monte-Carlo method increases dramati-

ally which costs large amounts of photons and thereby computa-

ional time to reach sufficient accuracy. Many previous RT simu-

ation models have used either the phase function forward trun-

ation method or the target directional importance sampling tech-

ique for radiance variance reduction. In the phase function for-

ard truncation method, the photons that are scattered into the

ighly forward-peak direction are “forcefully” considered as not

eing scattered at all. Then to compensate the truncated forward-

eak, the single scattering albedo and the optical thickness of the

edium are adjusted [36–38] . The target directional importance

ampling technique computes the probability that a photon will be

cattered towards the sensor at each scattering event while trac-
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Fig. 1. (a) An idealized 1-D cloud field named the "step cloud”. (b) Simulated 1-D and 3-D VNIR reflectances (solid red and blue respectively) and 1-D and 3-D SWIR 

reflectances (dashed red and blue respectively) for (a). (c) The illuminating and shadowing effects in (b) depicted in the bi-spectral LUT space (SZA = 60 o , VZA = 0, 

CEV = 0.02). (d) The cloud optical thickness and the cloud effective radius retrievals based on (c). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ng the photon path to improve the efficiency [39] . Different from

hese previous studies, MSCART uses a novel hybrid scattering-

rder dependent variance reduction method which combines the

hase function forward truncation technique together with the tar-

et directional importance sampling technique at each scattering

rder to maintain the optimal balance between numerical effi-

iency and accuracy. 

. Illuminating and shadowing effects 

As aforementioned, IPA is one among the two fundamental as-

umptions of the 1-D RT theory. However, when the cloud field

as significant horizontal variability, either optically or geometri-

ally, the net horizontal transport of photon can lead to the vio-

ation of IPA and thereby 3-D RT effects. The so-called illuminat-

ng and shadowing effects are classic examples of such 3-D RT

ffects. Here, we use idealized “step-cloud” example to illustrate

-D RT effects and their impacts on the bi-spectral retrievals of

OT and CER. As shown in Fig. 1 (a) the “step cloud” case, If the

loud is illuminated from the left-hand side at solar zenith angle

SZA) = 60 o , the resultant simulated reflectances for both VNIR

visible and near-infrared) and SWIR (shortwave infrared) bands

re shown in Fig. 1 (b). The solid and dashed red lines are VNIR

nd SWIR reflectances respectively based on 1-D radiative transfer

imulations. The solid and dashed blue lines are VNIR and SWIR

eflectances respectively based on 3-D radiative transfer simula-

ions. (Note that, the same color convention, which is red for 1-D

nd blue for 3-D RT-based results, is adopted in all figures). 

As a result of IPA, the simulated cloud reflectance based on the

-D RT theory is simply a step function that follows the variation

f COT. Interestingly, the cloud reflectances simulated based on the

-D RT theory are quite different, especially at the transition re-

ions (e.g., from thin to thick or from thick to thin). At the illumi-

ating side (i.e., 2–4 km), the cloud reflectances simulated based

n 3-D RT theory (hereafter referred to as “3-D cloud reflectance”

or short) are significantly larger compared to their 1-D counter-
arts. This is known as the “illuminating effect” which is caused

y the photon transfer from the optically thin region to the op-

ically thick region due to the multiple scattering. In contrast, at

he shadowing edge, (i.e., 10–12 km) the photon leaking from op-

ically thick region to optically thin region causes a significant drop

n the 3-D reflectances compared to the 1-D reflectances which is

alled the “shadowing effect”. In general, at the illuminating side,

oth VNIR and SWIR reflectances increase due to 3-D RT effects

nd both decrease at the shadowing side. 

Fig. 1 (c) illustrates how these 3-D RT effects influence the bi-

pectral retrieval in Nakajima-King LUT (Look-up table) space [1] .

ince the 1-D cloud reflectances are step functions, they simply

educe to two points in the LUT space. One point corresponding

o the thin part of the step cloud is located at the lower left cor-

er close to the origin of the LUT. The other corresponding to the

hick part is located at the center of the LUT with VNIR and SWIR

eflectance around 0.39 and 0.25, respectively. In case of the illu-

inating effect, the 3-D cloud reflectances are larger and there-

ore located to the upper right of the 1-D cloud reflectances in the

UT space. As a result of the shadowing effect, the 3-D cloud re-

ectances are smaller and therefore located to the lower left of the

-D cloud reflectances in the LUT space. Therefore, as shown in

ig. 1 (d), the illuminating effects cause positive biases in COT re-

rievals and negative biases in CER retrievals while the shadowing

ffects cause negative biases in COT and positive biases in the CER.

Fig. 2 (a) shows the simulated VNIR polarized reflectance (i.e.,

 Q = πQ /( μ0 F 0 ) where Q is the second component of the re-

ected Stoke Vector, μ0 F 0 is the incident flux) for the step cloud

ase. The solid blue line is VNIR polarized reflectance from 3-D

T simulations and the solid red line is VNIR polarized reflectance

rom 1-D RT simulations. For the same band, polarized reflectance

as sharp illuminating and shadowing effects com pared to those in

he total reflectances in Fig. 1 (b). It is important to note that, even

hough the magnitude of the polarized reflectance vary at the illu-

inating (x = 2.11 km) and shadowing (x = 11.95 km) edges com-

ared to the middle of the cloud (x = 6.01), as shown in Fig. 2 (b),
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Fig. 2. (a) Simulated polarized reflectances for the step cloud case in Fig. 1 (a) based on 3-D and 1-D RT simulations (blue and red solid lines respectively) at VZA = 0 for 

VNIR band. Corresponding polarimetric CER retrievals are shown in blue dashed and red dotted lines based on 3-D and 1-D RT-based polarized reflectance respectively. (b) 

Angular pattern of the polarized reflectance at the selected locations ( x = 2.11, 6.01 and 11.95 km) in (a). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the angular pattern remains mostly unchanged. Note that different

from the bi-spectral CER retrievals which are based on the magni-

tudes of the total reflectances, the polarimetric CER retrievals rely

upon the angular pattern of the polarized reflectances. Hence the

magnitude change in the polarized reflectance due to the 3-D ef-

fects has a negligible influence on the underlying CER retrievals.

This feature is evident in CER retrievals shown in Fig. 2 (a), where

the polarimetric retrievals of CER ( r 
pol. 
e ) from both 1-D and 3-D RT

simulations (dotted red and dashed blue line respectively) are al-

most identical regardless the illuminating and shadowing effects.

After further investigations, we exploit this interesting advantage

of the polarimetric retrieval technique for our “maximum 1-D re-

flectance method” in Section 5 . 

4. 3-D Effect impact factor 

The step cloud case is useful for introducing main concepts and

revealing the underlying physics, but it is too simple and ideal.

To establish and test our method in more realistic conditions, in

this section we will use the well-known fractal cloud field to fur-

ther illustrate the illuminating and shadowing, and also to explain

our “maximum 1-D reflectance method” for 3-D RT effect detection

and correction. 

Fig. 3 (b) shows 1-D and 3-D SWIR band (i.e., 2.13 μm) re-

flectances simulated using the MSCART model in red and blue re-

spectively for the nadir viewing geometry. The sun is to the left

at SZA = 60 o . One can see from the figure, whenever there is an

abrupt variation in COT, e.g., around 11 km and 21 km, the illu-

minating and shadowing effects are clearly observable. To quantify

how strong the 3-D effect, we define a quantity called “3-D effect

impact factor” as follows 

f R λ = 

R 

3 D 
λ

− R 

1 D 
λ

R 

1 D 
λ

= 

�R 

R 

1 D 
λ

;λ = { SW I R, V NI R } (2)

Where R 3 D 
λ

and R 1 D 
λ

are the 3-D and 1-D reflectance, respec-

tively. The SWIR 3-D effect im pact factor ( f R SWIR 
) derived based on

the simulated SWIR reflectances ( R 3 D 
SW IR 

, R 1 D 
SW IR 

) of the fractal cloud

case for SZA = 60 o is shown in the black curve in Fig. 3 (c). Clearly,

the positive 3-D effect impact factors ( f λ > 0) indicate the illu-

minating effects while the negative values ( f λ < 0) indicate the

shadowing effects. In other words, the sign and magnitude of the

f R λ can be used to detect and quantify the illuminating and shad-

owing effects. Moreover, if the f λ is known for a observed 3-D

cloud reflectance, Eq. (2) can be used to obtain corresponding un-

biased R 1 D 
λ

( R 1 D 
λ

= R 3 D 
λ

/ (1 + f λ)). The grey curve in Fig. 3 (c) is
he 3-D effect impact factor for SZA = 40 o . While acknowledg-

ng the necessity of further investigations based on more realistic

loud fields in the future studies, here we can qualitatively observe

hat the strength of 3-D effects (both illuminating and shadowing)

ecreases as SZA decreases. 

. Maximum 1-D reflectance method to detect illuminating 

ffect 

As mentioned in the last section, the sign and the magnitude of

he f R λ can be used to detect the 3-D effect and assess its strength.

ote that the observed cloud reflectance R 3 D 
λ

is inherently a re-

ult of 3-D radiative transfer. Therefore, the key problem is how to

stimate the 1-D cloud reflectance R 1 D 
λ

. Unfortunately, it is an ex-

remely challenging task to obtain the R 1 D 
λ

for all pixels under all

ircumstances. And, it is not our objective. Instead, our method fo-

uses on the pixels that are strongly influenced by the illuminating

ffect. 

The step-by-step procedure for implementing the maximum 1-

 reflectance method to detect and correct strong illuminating ef-

ects as follows. Fig. 6 shows the flowchart. The detection process

s shown in solid lines and the correction process is shown in

ashed lines. The detection and correction processes are explained

n detail in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. 

1. Use the r 
pol 
e retrieved from the polarized reflectance as the

“true” CER. 

2. Select the corresponding SWIR-VNIR theoretical relationship

( g 
r e = r pol 

e 
LUT 

) for r 
pol 
e from the LUT and select a VNIR reflectance

threshold ( R ∗
V NIR 

) such that the gradient of the SWIR-VNIR the-

oretical relationship [ 
d R SWIR 
d R V NIR 

] r e = r 
pol 
e is smaller than 0.01 (ideally

approaches to zero). Subsequently obtain the maximum possi-

ble SWIR reflectance, R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r pol 
e ) and assume assume R 1 D,max 

SW IR 

as the R 1 D 
SW IR 

for all the observations that R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗
V NIR 

( Eq. 3 ). 

3. Use Eq. (2) and Eq (3) to get the 3-D effect impact factor of the

SWIR band, f 
apx. 

R SWIR 
. 

4. Assume both VNIR and SWIR 3-D effect im pact factors are ap-

proximately equal ( Eq. (4) ). 

5. Use f 
apx . 
R SWIR 

and f 
apx . 
R VNIR 

to correct both SWIR and VNIR reflectances

respectively for all the observations that R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗
V NIR 

(By us-

ing, R 1 D 
λ

= R 3 D 
λ

/ (1 + f 
apx 
R λ

) ). 

6. Use the corrected reflectances to do bi-spectral retrievals. 

We argue that, if the observed R 3 D 
λ

for a target pixel is even

arger than the maximum value of cloud reflectance that is al-
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Fig. 3. (a) The cloud optical thickness variation of the fractal cloud generated from the bounded cascade model. The mean LWP, CER and CEV are 90 g/m 

2, 12 μm and 0.05 

respectively. (b) The simulated SWIR reflectances from 1-D (red) and 3-D (blue) RT-based simulations at SZA = 60 o and VZA = 0 o . (c) The actual (black) and approximated 

(green) 3-D effect impact factors of the SWIR band. The grey line is the actual 3-D effect im pact factor of the SWIR band for SZA = 40 o . (For interpretation of the references 

to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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owed by the 1-D RT theory, then this pixel must be influenced

y the illuminating effect. The basic idea of our method can be

eadily appreciated from Fig. 3 (b). Focusing on the R 1 D 
SW IR 

(red line)

n the figure, one can notice that no matter how optically thick

he cloud is, the R 1 D 
SW IR 

never exceeds certain maximum value, i.e.,

round 0.27 in this case (see around 10~20 km). This maximum

alue R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r e ) is a result of the absorption of the SWIR band and

t is mainly a function of CER (i.e., the larger the CER the smaller

he R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

). Therefore, if the CER is known, then the maximum

-D reflectance can be estimated and used to detect the strong il-

uminating effect. 

However, how to estimate the CER of the target cloud still re-

ains as a challenge. As shown in the step cloud case as well

s many previous studies, the CER retrieval from the bi-spectral

ethod can be significantly biased due to the 3-D effect and there-

ore cannot be used. This is where the polarimetric retrievals be-

omes useful. As explained in Section 3 with the aid of Fig. 2 (b),

lthough the magnitude of the polarimetric cloud reflectance is in-

uenced by 3-D effect, the angular features of the cloud bow re-

ain unchanged. As a result, the retrieved CER from the multi-

ngular polarimetric observation is minimally affected by the 3-D

ffects and, hence provides the basis to estimate the maximum 1-

 reflectance. In the rest of this section and the proceeding sec-

ion, we will provide a step-by-step explanation of our method.

he stepwise procedure is listed at the begining of this section and

 flowchart for practical implementation is provided in Fig. 6 . 

The first step of the maximum 1-D reflectance method is to es-

imate the CER of the target cloud field. Fig. 4 (a) shows the sim-

lated polarized reflectances for the fractal cloud case in Fig. 3 (a)
ased on 1-D (solid red) and 3-D (solid blue) RT simulations for

he VNIR band at VZA = 0. We can clearly see the illuminating and

hadowing effects near x ~ 11 km and x ~ 21 km respectively simi-

ar to the simulated total reflectance in Fig. 3 (b). Fig. 4 (b) shows

he CER retrievals from both bi-spectral (blue dashed line) and po-

arimetric (blue solid line) retrieval techniques based on 3-D RT

imulations (without applying any corrections). We can clearly see,

ven though the bi-spectral CER retrievals have strong biases due

o the 3-D RT effects, the polarimetric retrievals are mostly around

2 μm within fractions of a micron. Usually, in practice, the polar-

zed reflectance has to be averaged over a coarser spatial domain

o cover complete angular space of the cloud bow region in order

o implement polarimetric retrieval technique. By takin this into

onsideration, if we use the domain averaged polarized reflectance

o do the retrievals, we get CER = 12.00 μm , which is same as the

ssumed value in the process of fractal cloud generation. In sum-

ary, since the polarimetric CER retrievals are minimally affected

y 3-D RT effects, we can use the retrieved r 
pol 
e based on the po-

arized reflectance to approximate the CER of the target cloud. 

After obtaining the r 
pol 
e from the polarimetric observations,

he next key step is to determine the maximum 1-D reflectance

 R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r e ) ) correspond to the retrieved CER. Note again that, this

s the maximum cloud reflectance in the SWIR band allowed by

he 1-D RT theory. Therefore, any observed cloud reflectance that is

arger than this R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r e ) is likely affected by the illuminating ef-

ect. Fig. 5 (a) shows the Nakajima-King (NK) LUT for SZA = 60 o and

ZA = 0 o , in which each solid and dashed isolines correspond to a

onstant CER ( g 
r e = r ∗e 
LUT 

) and a constant COT ( g τ= τ ∗
LUT 

) , respectively. For

 given CER, as the cloud becomes optically thicker with increasing
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Fig. 4. (a) Simulated 1-D (solid red) and 3-D (solid blue) polarized reflectances for the fractal cloud case in Fig. 3 (a). (b) CER retrievals from bi-spectral (dashed blue) and 

polarimetric (solid blue) retrieval techniques based on 3-D RT simulations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. An illustration of implementing the maximum 1-D reflectance method for the fractal cloud in Fig. 3 (a). (a) The theoretical relationships between VNIR and SWIR 

reflectances for various COT and CER (bi-spectral LUT space) are shown in grey for SZA = 60 o and VZA = 0 o . The red and blue data points are based on 1-D and 3-D RT 

simulations respectively for the fractal cloud. Cyan arrow is the maximum possible SWIR reflectance for CER = 12 μm. (b) The variations of the gradients of the constant CER 

curves for different cloud effective radii. The black horizontal line in (a) is the VNIR threshold based on the gradient of CER = 12 μm curve (black curve). (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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COT, the SWIR reflectance first increases but eventually reaches to

an asymptotic maximum value, i.e., R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r e ) . The determination

of this saturated SWIR reflectance R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r e ) from the observed

quantities is not trivial and can be done as follows. Qualitatively,

one can see in Fig. 5 (a), for a given CER, R 1 D SW IR reaches R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

when R 1 D 
V NIR 

becomes large enough. Therefore, when the CER is

known from the polarimetric retrievals, R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

can be deduced by

using g 
r e = r pol. 

e 
LUT 

isoline from the appropriate LUT. To this end, we can

define a SWIR-saturated VNIR reflectance threshold ( R ∗
V NIR 

) based

on the slope of the constant CER curve, [ 
d R SWIR 
d R V NIR 

] r e = r 
pol 
e such that the

slope approaches to zero (i.e., R 1 D 
SW IR 

approaches to R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

) when

R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR . Fig. 5 (b) shows the gradients of the constant CER
urves for three cloud effective radii. The green dashed line, black

olid line, and magenta dashed line are for CER = 4.0, 12.0 and

5.0 μm, respectively. As CER increases the gradient of the con-

tant CER curve reaches to zero faster (at a lower VNIR reflectance).

ence the VNIR filtering threshold ( R ∗
V NIR 

) would be smaller for

arger CER (for a given geometry and CEV). In practice the thresh-

ld value R ∗
V NIR 

can be precomputed based on the LUT. The under-

ying physics is simple: if the observed R 3 D 
V NIR 

is larger than R ∗
V NIR 

hen the cloud optical thickness is large enough to saturate the

WIR reflectance, hence the R 1 D 
SW IR 

should approach to R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

i.e.,

 

1 D 
SW IR ≈ R 

1 D,max 
SW IR 

(
r pol. 

e 

)
; when R 

3 D 
V NIR > R 

∗
V NIR (3)
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Fig. 6. Flowchart for the practical implementation of the maximum 1-D reflectance method. The detection procedure is shown in solid lines and the COT correction process 

is shown in dashed lines. 
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By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) , we can obtain an approxi-

ate 3-D effect impact factor f 
apx 
SW IR 

= ( R 3 D 
SW IR 

− R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

) /R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

. Ev-

dently, a positive f 
apx 
SW IR 

indicates illuminating effect. In summary,

n the basis of observed and retrieved quantities, i.e., r 
pol 
e , R 3 D 

V NIR 
nd R 3 D 

SW IR 
we have developed an algorithm to detect the SWIR-

aturated observations that are influenced by the illuminating ef-

ect. The performance of this detection algorithm for the fractal

loud case is shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 (a), for the SWIR-

aturated pixels (i.e., the pixels where R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR ), f 
apx 
R SWIR 

and

he true 3-D effect im pact factor ( f true 
R SWIR 

) are almost identical with

 correlation coefficient R 2 ~ 1, which indicates that our method

orks extremely well (100% sensitivity with 99.5% accuracy) for

etecting the SWIR-saturated pixels (black circles) influenced by

he illuminating effect. For comparison purpose, we loosen the re-

uirement for R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR and compute the f 
apx 
SW IR 

for all pixels.

s expected, f 
apx 
R SWIR 

is systematically smaller than f true 
R SWIR 

when con-

idering all pixels. Nevertheless, it is interesting and important to

ote that when f 
apx 
R SWIR 

is positive the corresponding f true 
R SWIR 

is al-

ays positive, but the opposite is not true. In other words, a posi-

ive f 
apx 
R 

can be used as a conservative filter (43% sensitivity with

SWIR 
00% accuracy) for detecting the illuminating effect although it has

 high missing rate. 

So far, our detection algorithm has been focused the SWIR

and. An important question remains to be addressed: Does it also

ork for the VNIR band? To address this question, we compare

f 
apx 
R SWIR 

with f true 
R V NIR 

in Fig. 7 (b). It is encouraging to see that for

8% of SWIR-saturated pixels (i.e. the pixels where R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR )

black circles), a positive f 
apx 
R SWIR 

corresponds to a positive f true 
R V NIR 

. The

alse detection rate (i.e., a positive f 
apx 
R SWIR 

corresponding to a nega-

ive f true 
R V NIR 

) is only 2%. Moreover, 97% of SWIR-saturated illuminat-

ng effects are sensitive to the detections. This result, together with

he close correlation between f 
apx 
R SWIR 

and f true 
R SWIR 

in Fig. 7 (a), indi-

ates that for pixels with R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗
V NIR 

an illuminating effect in the

WIR band also implies an illuminating effect in the VNIR band,

nd they both can be detected using f 
apx 
R SWIR 

. However, if we loosen

he constraint on R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR (gray points in Fig. 7 (b)), 21% of

ositive f 
apx 
R SWIR 

(i.e., indicative of illuminating effect) would corre-

pond to a negative f true 
R V NIR 

(i.e., truly a shadowing effect). In other

ords, without screening out the SWIR-saturated observations, a
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Fig. 7. The correlation of the approximated 3-D effect impact factor of SWIR vs. the actual 3-D effect impact factors of the (a)VNIR and (b) SWIR bands for all (grey points) 

and SWIR-saturated (i.e. pixels such that R 3 D V NIR > R ∗V NIR ) (black circles) pixels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. The summary of COT biases without (grey) and with (black) the 3-D correc- 

tion based on maximum 1-D reflectance. The x-axis is the bias of retrieved optical 

thickness relative to the unbiased retrievals (the retrievals based on 1-D RT-based 

reflectances) and the y-axis is the corresponding probability density function (PDF). 

Dotted line is the COT bias when the SWIR-saturated constrain has been removed. 
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simple filter of positive f 
apx 
R SWIR 

for all pixels can lead to 21% false

detection. This result indicates that some pixels that influenced by

the illuminating effect in the SWIR band (i.e., R 3 D 
SW IR 

> R 1 D 
SW IR 

) are

influenced by the opposite shadowing effect in the VNIR band (i.e.,

R 3 D 
VNIR 

< R 1 D 
VNIR 

). 

6. Explore the possibility of COT bias correction 

In the rest of this section, we will try to go one step further and

explore the possibility of correcting the COT retrieval bias in the

identified pixels. For the reasons discussed in the last section, here

we only focus on the SWIR-saturated pixels with R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR . As-

suming that the CER is already known from the polarimetric re-

trieval, the unbiased COT can be readily estimated from the LUT if

the R 1 D V NIR is known. It follows from Eq. (2) that R 1 D V NIR = R 3 D 
V NIR 

/ (1 +
f R V NIR 

). Therefore, the key problem is how to estimate the 3-D ef-

fect impact factor for the VNIR band f R V NIR 
. Fig. 7 (b) shows the

correlation between the f 
apx 
R SWIR 

and the f true 
R V NIR 

. As mentioned in the

last section, even though the correlation between f 
apx 
R SWIR 

and f true 
R V NIR 

for SWIR-saturated observations (black circles) is sufficient to de-

tect VNIR illuminating effects (97% sensitivity with 98% accuracy),

f 
apx 
R SWIR 

is not perfectly accurate to approximate f true 
R V NIR 

but follows

the correct trend with R 2 ~ 0.47. While acknowledging the fact

that further investigations are essential to get an accurate relation-

ship between f 
apx 
R SWIR 

and f true 
R V NIR 

, we approximate that the VNIR and

SWIR 3-D effect im pact factors are equal to each other based on

the trend in Fig. 7 (b) SWIR-saturated pixels (black circles), i.e., 

f apx. 

R V NIR 
≈ f apx. 

R SWIR 
(4)

After the VNIR 3-D effect impact factor has been approxi-

mated, we can correct SWIR-saturated 3D reflectances of the VNIR

band (the pixels where R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗
V NIR 

) for 3-D effects using Eq.

(2) ( R 1 D 
V NIR 

= R 3 D 
V NIR 

/ (1 + f 
apx 
R V NIR 

)). 

Finally, both VNIR and SWIR corrected 3-D reflectances can be

provided as input reflectances to the bi-spectral retrievals to get

the COT retrievals that are corrected for SWIR-saturated illumina-

tion effects. 

Fig. 8 summarizes the retrieved COT biases. The x-axis is the

bias of the retrieved optical thickness relative to the unbiased re-

trievals (the retrievals based on 1-D RT-based reflectances) and

the y-axis is the probability density function (PDF). The grey line

is the retrieved COT biases before the 3-D correction. There are

strong positive COT biases even greater than COT = 20 with a

mean bias of 1.01. For demonstrational purpose, the dotted line in
he figure shows the COT biases of the retrievals after implement-

ng the 3-D correction to all the observations without limiting to

he SWIR-saturated observations. In other words, all grey points in

ig. 7 (a) and (b) have been considered to do the corrections in

ig. 8 dotted line. The strong COT biases greater than 20 are cor-

ected but the mean bias becomes 1.81 which is 0.80 greater than

he mean bias without any corrections. This is because both f true 
R SWIR 

s. f 
apx 
R SWIR 

and f true 
R V NIR 

vs. f 
apx 
R SWIR 

relationships are only reasonable for

he SWIR reflectances that have been saturated to reach to the

symptotic maximum ( R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

). Therefore, in the maximum 1-D re-

ectance method, we limit the corrections to the SWIR-saturated

lluminated pixels (the pixels where R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗
V NIR 

). The black line

n Fig. 8 shows the retrieved COT biases after only correcting the

-D correction for SWIR-saturated observations. The strong illumi-

ating effects of COT retrievals have been detected and corrected

ith a reasonable accuracy, but the remaining shadowing effects

ause a negative bias which will be remained for future studies. 

. Requirements on instrument 

To implement the maximum 1-D reflectance method in a

ealistic observational scenario, it is required both radiometric and

ultiangle polarimetric image of the same cloud target. Despite

he gap occurred in the spaceborne polarimetric observations

ue to the failure of the Glory mission [40] , one of the primary

nstrument of it, Research Scanning Polarimeter (RSP) provides
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aluable field measurements of clouds that have been proven

o be useful in many studies related to the cloud microphysical

etrievals [7 , 41–43] . 

RSP measures both total and polarimetric reflectances in 9 spec-

ral bands, 6 VNIR bands and 3 SWIR bands. More importantly it

as exceptional angular resolution with 0.8-degree angular inter-

als within 60 degrees in both forward and backward directions

7] which provide sufficient angular span and resolution to resolve

he cloud bow features of the polarized reflectance while providing

he radiometric image of the same cloud target. Hence RSP mea-

urements will be a viable observational platform to further inves-

igate the maximum 1-D reflectance method. 

Moreover, ESAS (Earth Science and Applications from Space)

ecadal survey [44] has prioritized the necessity of a multichannel-

ultiangle polarization imaging radiometer for future climate and

ir quality studies which will be an encouragement for the further

mprovements of the maximum 1-D reflectance method towards

bservational implementations. 

. Discussion and Conclusions 

Many studies have been conducted to investigate the 3-D RT ef-

ects in passive cloud property retrievals. However, relatively fewer

ttempts have been made to do pixel-level detections and correc-

ions. From this study, we introduce a novel method called the

maximum 1-D reflectance method” to detect and quantify the 3D

T effects in the bi-spectral cloud property retrievals. The main

bjective of this study is to explain the theoretical basis and in-

estigate the feasibility of the detection and correction framework

ased on strictly hypothetical simulated 1-D cloud fields. Rigorous

nvestigations are yet to be done in the future based on more real-

stic cloud fields (e.g., synthetic cloud fields from large-eddy simu-

ation) and observations (e.g., airborne RSP). 

For a given CER, the SWIR reflectance reaches to an asymp-

otic physical maximum as COT increases. In the maximum 1-D re-

ectance method, we use this asymptotic physical maximum limit

f the SWIR reflectance as a proxy to 1-D SWIR reflectance to

etect the 3-D RT effects. Furthermore, we explore the possibil-

ty of correcting cloud reflectances, and consequently the COT re-

rievals for 3-D RT effects. Since the asymptotic maximum value

here the SWIR reflectance saturates is chosen as the 1-D re-

ectance, the corrections that have been made are only accurate

or SWIR-saturated observations (pixels). Therefore, a VNIR filter-

ng threshold ( R ∗
V NIR 

) is introduced to select SWIR-saturated obser-

ations and the corrections have only been applied to those cases

here R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR . 

As shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) and explained in Section 5 , the

aximum 1-D reflectance method is capable of detecting illumi-

ating effects with a remarkable accuracy. For the SWIR-saturated

ixels (the pixels where R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗
V NIR 

), maximum 1-D reflectance

ethod has a 100% sensitivity with a 99.5% accuracy for the illu-

inating effects in the SWIR band and a 97% sensitivity with a 98%

ccuracy for the illuminating effects in the VNIR band. This is be-

ause strong illuminating effects are usually associated with large

eflectances which has a high likelihood to cause saturation in the

WIR band. In summary, the maximum 1-D reflectance method

an be ideally used to detect illuminating effects in the SWIR-

aturated observations. Although the method only sensitive to 43%

nd 31% of total illumination effects in the SWIR and VNIR bands

espectively, it still has a 99% accuracy in the SWIR band and 79%

ccuracy in the VNIR band illumination effect detection. Hence,

aximum 1-D reflectance method could perform as a conserva-

ive filter to detect illuminating effects even without constraining

o the SWIR-saturated observations, especially in the SWIR band. 

Corresponding COT biases before and after implementing the

aximum 1-D reflectance method are summarized in Fig. 8 . In
oth without and with SWIR-saturation constraint (dotted and

olid black lines respectively), the strong positive COT biases due

o the illuminating effects have been corrected. However, R 1 D 
SW IR 

can

e approximated by R 1 D,max 
SW IR 

( r pol 
e ) only if the SWIR reflectance be-

ng saturated and reached to its asymptotic maximum. Hence, as

hown in the dotted line, although the high COT biases have been

orrected by the 3-D corrections, the correction that have been

pplied to the observations where the SWIR reflectance has not

een saturated (i.e. R 3 D 
V NIR 

< R ∗
V NIR 

) cause high mean bias. Therefore,

n the maximum 1-D reflectance method, we only apply the cor-

ections to the SWIR-saturated pixels (i.e. R 3 D 
V NIR 

> R ∗V NIR pixels). As

hown in the solid black line in Fig. 8 , by applying correction only

o the SWIR-saturated pixels, maximum 1-D reflectance method

an correct the high optical thickness biases in the bi-spectral COT

etrievals. 

In summary, we introduce a novel method to detect and quan-

ify the 3-D radiative effects in passive cloud property retrievals. In

 realistic observational scenario, both polarimetric and radiomet-

ic images of the same cloud target will be needed to implement

his method. This study only uses strictly hypothetical 1-D cloud

elds to explain the main concept and the theoretical basis of the

aximum 1-D reflectance method. Rigorous case studies base on

ore realistic simulated clouds fields and actual observations are

et to be done in the future. 
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